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One trainee compared a monkey’s violent reaction during
the exercise to “a chiwawa [sic] sh*tting razor blades.”
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Crude ‘Show and Tell’ Cruelty
In a cruel and outdated training course at Maryland’s Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
the U.S. Army gives vervet monkeys an injection that crudely recreates the 
effects of a nerve-agent attack. The monkeys—highly social, intelligent, 
and sensitive beings—endure uncontrollable twitching, violent seizures, and 
vomiting, and some even stop breathing.

Superior Training Programs Used Elsewhere
Instead of tormenting monkeys, other military and civilian training programs 
around the world use sophisticated human-patient simulators that can be 
programmed to mimic actual human responses to a nerve-agent attack.

Violation of Military Policy
In addition to being extremely cruel and ineffective, these exercises violate the 
Department of Defense’s own policies prohibiting the harming of primates for 
training purposes and requiring that alternatives to the use of animals be used 
when available.

See the Video and Help Now
Please, help improve military training and stop cruelty to animals. Visit 
PETA.org/Army to see video footage of this laboratory, and contact Army 
officials to urge them to stop this.
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Please send polite comments to: 
Charles Hurst, M.D., Chief
Chemical Casualty Care Division
Aberdeen Proving Ground
3100 Ricketts Point Rd.
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010-5400
charles.g.hurst@us.army.mil
410-436-2230
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